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A NOTE ON A MAXIMAL FUNCTION

OF C. FEFFERMAN AND STEIN

SAGUN CHANILLO AND RICHARD L. WHEEDEN1

Abstract. We extend the class of weight functions for which a known inequality for

the maximal function 7\ r(/)(.v) is valid.

In this note, we derive a strengthened version of an estimate given by Torchinsky

[5] and Barker [1] for the "box" maximal function of C. Fefferman and Stein [3]

defined by

7-Xr(/)(*) = sup(«-x"/y        t*»-'-l\f(z,t)\'dzdt)     ,
/,>0 \ JJm.x.h) !

where l<X<oo, 0 < /" < oo, x is a point of «-dimensional Euclidean space R",

f(z, t) is a function defined in the upper half-space R++1 = {(z, t): z G R", 0 < t <

oo}, and H(x, h) is the region {(z, t) G R';+1 : | x - z |< h, 0 < t < «}. This maxi-

mal function has close connections with the Littlewood-Paley function g* (see [4,5])

as well as with Peano maximal functions (see [2]).

We let Bh(x) denote the ball in R" with center x and radius «, and for 1 < d < oo,

consider the class Dd of nonnegative measures ¡i on R" which satisfy the doubling

condition

p(B„(x)) ^   lh\nd

P(BS(*)) iT- 0 <s<h,x G R".

We also define the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function

Mß(g)(x) = sup (        \        f      \g(z)\dp(z)\,
i,>o\p{Bh(x))JBl,(X) I

and the nontangential maximal function

N(f)(x)=      sup      \f(z,t)\,
(z.t)eT(x)

where Y(x) is the cone {(z, t): \ x — z \< at} with vertex x and aperture a.

We will prove the following theorem.

Theorem. Let p G Dd, X > d, X > 1 and r > 0. Then

TKr(f)(x)^c{M¿N(fy^)(x)}X/dr,

with c independent of f and x.
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This result was proved by Torchinsky [5, Theorem 1] under the additional assump-

tion that dp = wdx with w G Aœ (the class of weight functions introduced by

Muckenhoupt and C. Fefferman). We would like to point out that the result in [5]

was also proved only in case X > d. In case w = 1, the theorem was obtained by

Barker [1]; both [1 and 5] generalized an earlier result of Muckenhoupt and

Wheeden [4].

The proof we shall give is very similar to those in [1 and 5], and is based on the

following known lemma about Carleson measures. We use the same letter c to

denote different constants.

Lemma. Let v and a be nonnegative measures on R"++ ' and R" respectively such that

o(B2s(£)) < ca(Bs(£)) for all £ G R" and s > 0. Then for px > p,

jf     \f(z,t)\^dv(z,t)\   " <e[f N(f)(z)pdo(z)

if and only if v(H(£, s)) < co(Bs($)y^.

To prove the theorem, fix « and x and write

(1)   («-Xnff/"-n-]\f(z>')\rdzdt]j     = ^llRJxH(z,t)f(z,t)\rdv(z,t)

where  H = H(x, «),  %h  is  me  characteristic  function  of  //,   and dv(z, t)

i A

-\nj\n — n— 1

We claim that

h~A"f*"-"-xxH(z, t)dzdt. Let o(-) = p(-)MB„(x)).

p(H(i,s))<c[o(B,(t))]
\/d

£ GR",s>0.

First note that v(H(£, s)) = 0 if H(£, s) f\ H = 0. Also note that

tXn~n~l dz dtv(H(t,s))=h-*»f[

= «"x"I /"
\J0<t

H'i,s)r\H

t\n — n— 1 dt
<s

0<r</i

dz

\z—x\<h

c«-x"(min{i, «})

c min { ( -f      ,1

(\n~ n)+n
(since X > 1 )

(!) .

We distinguish the cases (i) s < h and (ii) s > h. In case (i), we must have

|| - x |< 2« unless //(£, s) n H = 0. Therefore, p(Bh(£)) ~ p(Bh(x)), and by Dd

we have

ÁB,(t))

ÁUi))

\\/nd
y(J,(Q)

11/nJ
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Hence,

r(H(t,s))<c(
*(*,(())

\/d

= ca(BM))
\/d

p(Bh(x))

In case (ii), we must have s > 4 | £ — x \ or else there is no intersection. Therefore,

¡i(Bs(x)) ~ p(Bs(£)). Hence, since also s > h.

v(H(£,s)) *ic<c
nMx))

\/d
V~(BS(£))

p{Bh(x))

\/d

co(BM))
\/d

This verifies our claim.

By the lemma, since X > d, (1) is at most

/ N(XHf)(z)rd/X do(z)

\/dr

Note that Y(z) n H = 0 unless z G B(]+a)h(x). Hence,

(2) N(xHf)(z)^XBo+a)hix)(&N(f)(z),

and (1) is bounded by

1

^{Bh(x))JB0+IJ)h(xs. N(f)U)""dv(z)
X/dr

The theorem follows by taking the supremum over « after observing that p(Bh(x)) ~

tl(B0+a)h(x)).

Remark. If Nh(f)(x) denotes the part of the nontangential maximal function

with the sup restricted to the truncated cone Y(x) n {(z, /): 0 < t < «}, then (2)

holds with N(f)(z) on the right replaced by Nh(f)(z). Hence, under the hypothesis

of the theorem, the proof yields the following estimate, which is more local than that

in the theorem:

(3) -is.tH(x.h)

Art—n—1
\f(z,t)\dzdt

1A

ABh(x))

,rd/\f Nh(f)(z)ra/Up(z)
B(\+„)ii(x)

\/dr

We also note in passing that both this estimate and the theorem have analogues

for the parabolic metrics in [5],
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